Evidence Explained: Citing Histor
ces fr
om Artifacts to Cyberspace
Historyy Sour
Sources
from
Source List Entry
Beschloss, Michael, and Dan Lynch. Interviews. ABC News, Good
Morning America, 22 June 2004. Segment transcript by
Transcripts.tv. http://www.transcripts.tv/search/do_details
.cfm?ShowDetailID+21576 : 2009.
“Shtetl Transcript.” Public Broadcasting Service documentary, Frontline: Shtetl, 17 April 1996. Transcript by Journal Graphics. http: /
/www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shtetl/shtetlscript.html : 2009.

First Reference Note
1. Michael Beschloss (presidential history) and Dan Lynch (family
history), interviews, ABC News, Good Morning America, 22 June 2004;
segment transcript by Transcripts.tv (http://www.transcripts.tv/search/
do_details.cfm?ShowDetailID+21576 : accessed 15 January 2009).
2. “Shtetl Transcript,” for PBS documentary, Frontline: Shtetl, 17
April 1996; transcript by Journal Graphics (http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/
pages/frontline/shtetl/shtetlscript.html : accessed 1 May 2009), testimony of Marian Marzynski, p. 33 of 40.

Subsequent Note
11. Beschloss, Good Morning America, 22 June 2004.
12. “Shtetl” transcript, testimony of Marzynski, p. 33 of 40.

14.24 Sound Clips
See QuickCheck Model for BROADCASTS ... RADIO & TELEVISION CLIPS
Online sound clips of radio and television productions typically
require information about the following elements (although the order
may vary, depending upon the nature of the details):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the presenter, host, or guest whose information is being cited
the title or subject matter
the name of the broadcast
the date of the broadcast (if shown)
the creator of the broadcast
the digital format of the presentation (length is optional)
the name of the website at which the clip is accessed or archived
the URL of the website
the date you accessed the clip

Sound Clips

V



Source List Entry
(Radio clip, listed under broadcast title)
National Public Radio. All Things Considered, 26 June 2009. Archived
audioclip. http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId
=105986646 : 2009.
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(Video clip, listed under name of presenters)
Spielberg, Steven, and Diana Fiedotin. “Survivors of the Shoah Foundation.” Ancestors: Records at Risk. Undated. RealVideo format.
Brigham Young University Broadcast Service. Ancestors. http://
byubroadcasting.org/Ancestors/video/ : 2009.

First Reference Note
1. Matt Sepic, “A Treasure Trove of Civil War-Era Papers,”
National Public Radio, All Things Considered, 26 June 2009, 4 minutes
5 seconds, archived audioclip (http://www.npr.org/templates/story/
story.php?storyId=105986646 : 3 July 2009), minute 2: 5.
2. Steven Spielberg and Diana Fiedotin, “Survivors of the Shoah
Foundation,” Ancestors: Records at Risk, undated, RealVideo format,
Brigham Young University Broadcast Service, Ancestors (http://byu
broadcasting.org/Ancestors/video/ : accessed 1 February 2009).

Subsequent Note
11. Sepic, “A Treasure Trove of Civil War-Era Papers.”
12. Spielberg and Fiedotin, “Survivors of the Shoah Foundation.”

WEB-BASED MISCELLANEA
14.25 Blogs & Twitter Postings
See also QuickCheck Model for BROADCASTS & WEB MISCELLANEA: BLOGS
A blog (short for web log) is essentially an online diary in which the
blogger periodically posts thoughts, opinions, reviews, and news
items. Each item typically has a caption. Reader responses may also be
included at the site. A citation to a blog follows the same basic pattern
used for most online essays, with minor modifications.
•

Your citation will need to include the date the work was posted.
Whether you wish to include the time of the posting is a matter
of choice.

•

If you choose to cite the work in your Source List under the title
of a specific article, then you will want to cite the specific URL at
which that article appears. If your Source List cites to the blog
itself, you need only provide the URL for the home page.

•

If you choose to carry the Source List Entry under the name of the
blogger, you may either cite the blog generically, with its website
root, or you might cite a specific article and its specific URL.

•

If the name of the author is part of the Weblog’s formal name, that
name does not have to be repeated in the Author Field. In that
case, however, the name of the Weblog should be included in the
Subsequent Note to ensure proper identity and attribution.
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